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abstract: documentation of building dipinti from the temple of tuthmosis iii in deir 
el-Bahari, excavated more than 30 years ago by a polish team from the pcma UW, was aimed 
at identifying marks observed on the exposed blocks from the undisturbed temple structure. 
The most representative examples of dipinti types — six with subdivisions based on preliminary 
classification of the recorded epigraphic material — were selected for contextual, photographic 
and drawing recording. altogether 222 building dipinti were identified on 167 of the examined 
limestone and sandstone blocks originally belonging to the structure. The research is carried out as 
part of the pcma egyptological and conservation projects on the two temples, of hatshepsut and 
tuthmosis iii, in deir el-Bahari.
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Building dipinti from the area of the 
tuthmosis iii temple were recognized 
for the first time during excavations 
conducted by Édouard naville at the 
beginning of the 20th century (naville 
1907; 1910; 1913). further discoveries 
came from the extensive archaeological 
works conducted by herbert Winlock 
in deir el-Bahari and the neighborhood 
(lansing 1935: 16, fig. 17; Winlock 
notebook vii: 227–230). it merits note, 
however, that neither naville nor Winlock 
recognized the remains for what they 
were, interpreting their finds as a pavilion. 
The temple was finally discovered in 1962 
by a polish mission working nearby on 

the hatshepsut temple and excavated 
by Jadwiga lipińska in 1962–1967 
(lipińska 1977: 21–25; dolińska 2010: 
57). The discovery of previously unknown 
epigraphic material in the temple of 
hatshepsut at deir el-Bahari led to the 
opening in the 2005/2006 season of 
a new project to document all the building 
dipinti from the site (Wieczorek 2008; 
2010). in 2010/2011, the project was 
expanded to include material from 
the adjoining temple of tuthmosis iii.
  The main aims of the present  
documentation work was to identify  
building dipinti and locate the inscriptions 
on the temple plan without moving the 
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scope and resUlts of the docUmentation 
six areas identified by J. lipińska as 
containing building dipinti (lipińska 
1977: 22) [Fig. 1] were examined for 
the presence of blocks with such marks  
[see Table 1]. 
 of these areas, the temple platform 
and the artificial platform will need  
further work to complete the documen-
tation process. on the temple platform 

(Ut-tp) only a small fragment of 
the highest part of the limestone and 
sandstone blocks forming the foundation 
of the present preserved southeastern 
corner of the hypostyle hall of the temple 
(Ut-tp, Unit 1) was examined. in the 
area of the artificial platform (Ut-ap), 
identified already by J. lipińska as a trove 
of blocks preserved in place, bearing 

stone blocks, which were largely undis-
turbed and still in place. The most repre-
sentative examples of dipinti types found 
in the ruins were selected for contextual, 
photographic and drawing recording in 

order to verify preliminary observations 
made by the excavator, Jadwiga lipińska 
(1977: 21–25). examination of the mate-
rial also led to development of a concrete 
model for digital recording of the dipinti. 

Fig. 1.   Extent of the area of the temple of Tuthmosis III in Deir el-Bahari subjected to examination 
in the 2010/2011 season (Drawing R. Czerner, editing D.F. Wieczorek)
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Fig. 2.   Remains of the artificial platform of the Upper Terrace (UT-AP, Units 1–15); view from the 
south, state in 2011 (Photo D.F. Wieczorek)

building marks once concealed in the 
masonry (lipińska 1977: 22) [Fig. 2], 
the documentation work concerned 
currently exposed stone blocks from the 
core of the artificial platform (Ut-ap, 
Units 1–15). time constraints caused  
the work to be stopped at this stage.
 The total number of limestone and 
sandstone blocks examined in these areas 
stands at 441. of these 167 were found 
to bear altogether 222 building dipinti 
on their different faces. The identified 
material was catalogued and marked on 
the plan of the temple. The location and 
orientation of each dipinto on the stone 
block were recorded, making a distinction 
between limestone and sandstone 
building material. The breakdown by area 
is recorded in Table 1.

areas Quantity

temple platform structures
Upper terrace (Ut-tp) 

    2 
(at least)

artificial platform remains
Upper terrace (Ut-ap) 

161 
(at least)

hathor shrine
middle terrace (mt-hs)   36

foot of the ramp 
lower courtyard (lc-fr)      9

southern portico 
lower courtyard (lc-sp)     6

“pavilion” foundations 
lower courtyard (lc-pv)      8

Table 1.    Recorded building dipinti from 
the different areas of the Temple 
of Tuthmosis III
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BUilding DIPINTI description, 
classification and conteXt 

The recorded building dipinti were written 
overall in hieratic script with elements 
of cursive hieroglyphics or cursive itself 
(see lipińska 1977: 22). The signs were 
written in red paint, most likely red ochre 
(see Wieczorek 2008: 285; 2010: 216), the 
brush strokes being of different thickness 
from 0.5 cm to 3 cm. The size of the dipinti 
ranged in height and width from several 
centimeters (10.5 x 6.5 cm, td.142-
tB.99:b in Ut-ap, Unit 12) to nearly 
a meter (90 x 65 cm, td.152-tB.106:b in 
Ut-tp, Unit 13). sign orientation on the 
block surfaces was highly differentiated. 
The signs were tilted to the right or left, 
“lying on one side” (right or left) and often 
upside down — vertical with a slight tilt 
either to the right or left.

 six types of building dipinti with 
subdivisions were identified in a prelimi-
nary classification [Fig. 4]:

i.a   dependent-date: month-season-day 
i.b   dependent-date: month-season-day
   + short note 
ii.a  title: pr-aA anx(.w) wDA(.w) s(nb.w) 
ii.b  title: jmj-rA njw.t 
iii.a sign group: rnp.t-nfr
iii.b sign group: nfr-rnp.t 
iii.c sign group: nfr-rnp.wt 
iv  sign group: o39 + U6 (according 

to gardiner’s list, gardiner 1969: 
438–548) 

v  single sign: U6, e.g., td.121-tB.83:a; 
o1 

vi  single mark 

Fig. 3.   Blocks in the core of the artificial platform (Unit 4); location of building dipinti marked
          (Photo and processing D.F. Wieczorek)
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Fig. 4.   Examples of the six types of building dipinti 
          (Facsimile drawing D.F. Wieczorek)
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 field examination of the building 
dipinti from the temple of tuthmosis iii 
confirmed many observations made during 
preliminary documentation work in the 
1960s (lipińska 1977: 21–25). at the 
same time, several mistakes were revealed 
and new data provided for further 
consideration in the research on building 
marks from deir el-Bahari in general.
 Building dipinti have been attested 
on both limestone and sandstone blocks. 
marks on limestone blocks come from the 
core of the artificial platform (Ut-ap) and 
the foot of the ramp (lc-fr). marks on 
sandstone are for the most part from the 
poorly preserved remains of the southern 
portico (lc-sp) and “pavilion” (lc-pv), 
which were constructed solely of this 
building material. in both cases the marks 
appeared only on roughly dressed surfaces 
of stone blocks and on apparently all the 

sides with the exception of the top surface. 
Units 1 and 4, preserving in situ part of the 
core of the artificial platform, exposed the 
lateral faces of the stone blocks, permitting 
all faces of the blocks to be easily examined 
for the presence of building dipinti [Fig. 3]. 
in Units 10, 11 and 12 [see Fig. 4, bottom], 
close scrutiny revealed three new building 
marks (tuthmosis iii Dipinto=td.109, 
138 and 146) located in the top corners of 
blocks (tuthmosis iii Block=tB.75:a/d, 
96:a/d and 103:c/d).
 in most cases of recorded building 
marks there was one dipinto per block, but 
cases of two (e.g., Ut-ap Unit 1: tB.4:b, 
B -td.4, 5), three (e.g., Ut-Up Unit 1: 
tB.7:a, c, B -td.8, 9, 10) and even four 
(e.g., Ut-ap Unit 6: tB.46:a, b, c, d 
-td.65, 66, 67, 68) per block, in the latter 
instance on all four sides, have also been 
attested.

 sUmmary
of the 222 building dipinti identified this 
season in the remains of the temple of 
tuthmosis iii on the lower courtyard, 
middle and Upper terrace, 34 of the most 
representative examples were documented 
in full. 
 a preliminary analysis of the material 
revealed its clear resemblance to the 
inscriptional material studied by the 
author in the area of the temple of 
hatshepsut (see Wieczorek 2011: 208, 209) 
as well as to the building dipinti unearthed 
by the french mission in the structures 
of both monarchs in Karnak (charloux 
2007a: pl. XiX: fig. 27; 2007b: pl. iX: fig. 
19; charloux, Jet 2007: pl. Xviii: fig. 21). 
nonetheless, the repertoire of the material 
presently documented is noticeably 
characteristic of this edifice and was 

not recorded anywhere before. notably, 
however, some similarities were recognized 
to marks discovered in the remnants of 
the mortuary temples of the immediate 
successors of tuthmosis iii, amen- 
hotep ii (Bellandi, consonni, quirino 
2010; quirino, negri, sesana 2010: 298) 
and tuthmosis iv (petrie 1897: pl. iX:13). 
it is too early, based on the very modest 
evidence coming from these structures, 
to establish any broader and more certain 
conclusions, although it seems to be very 
likely that the repertoire of building dipinti 
recognized in the deir el-Bahari temple 
of tuthmosis iii is typical of the end of 
the tuthmoside period. The turning point 
comes, i believe, in the amarna period (see 
pendlebury 1951/i: 182; ii: pl. XciX; 
lopez 1987: 245–270).
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 all the examined blocks, of limestone 
as well as of sandstone, have been dated to 
the reign of tuthmosis iii based on both 
epigraphic and archaeological evidences. 
There is no indication recognized so far of 
any reuse of stone building material. 
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